
SOLUTION OVERVIEW

LoadRunner Cloud
OpenText™ LoadRunner™ Cloud is the ultimate performance testing solution for 
agile teams. It enables early cloud based load testing, comprehensive application 
monitoring, real-time issue discovery with network virtualization, and efficient 
problem mitigation to elevate the testing, delivery, and quality of software. 

Benefits

• Scale effortlessly: Provide 
comprehensive test coverage 
that easily scales to over five 
million users.

• Minimize hardware 
maintenance through a 
flexible testing model.

• Conduct tests across various 
locations with public cloud, 
private cloud, or on-premises 
load generators.

• Leverage existing LoadRunner 
scripts, open-source tools, 
or create tests using various 
input sources, supported by 
smart reports and dashboards 
for quick performance issue 
insight and analysis.

The pressure to deliver top quality software while efficiently 
managing testing resources can be a significant challenge. 
Organizations need to ensure comprehensive testing coverage, 
with minimal hardware maintenance, and enable collaborative, 
data driven decision-making with actionable insight.

OpenText LoadRunner Cloud is a cloud based performance testing solution 
that simplifies the planning, execution, and scalability of performance tests.

With LoadRunner Cloud, you can effortlessly:

• Scale your testing endeavors to encompass over five million virtual users, 
ensuring extensive testing coverage.

• Reduce hardware maintenance concerns with a flexible testing model, 
allowing your team to focus on optimizing code and mitigating performance 
issues. 

• Support tests in various locations using public cloud, private cloud, or on-
premises load generators.

• Adapt to your testing requirements with the flexibility you need. 

• Leverage a variety of LoadRunner scripts, open-source tools, or create tests 
through REST API, CSV, or HAR files.
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• Swiftly identify and resolve performance issues with smart reports and 
dashboards with features like multi-user collaboration, asset sharing, and 
effective project management.

OpenText LoadRunner Cloud is a performance-testing solution with a 
host of distinctive features. It offers a range of protocol support, covering 
the latest mobile and web technologies and legacy applications to meet 
diverse testing needs. Its user-friendly interface and reporting capabilities, 
including TruClient and DevWeb, expedite scripting, while centralized script 
and scenario management streamline the testing process. Furthermore, 
LoadRunner Cloud real-time metric displays are augmented by anomaly 
detection and detailed client-side breakdowns that provide comprehensive 
and intuitive performance testing.
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About OpenText
OpenText, The Information Company, enables organizations to gain insight 
through market leading information management solutions, on-premises or in 
the cloud. For more information about OpenText (NASDAQ: OTEX, TSX: OTEX) 
visit: opentext.com.
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“These enhanced 
capabilities bring with 
them a major increase 
in complexity, which 
in turn puts greater 
pressure on testing. With 
LoadRunner Cloud, we 
are confident that we 
can meet the challenge 
with an efficient, highly 
automated approach.”

Agency spokesperson 
A European government agency
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